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We will present initial results in handling argument adjudication in a deontic
logic. There are many impossibility results in aggregation, such as Arrow’s theo-
rem in social choice theory and similar results for judgement aggregation. There
has however been no such analysis for argument adjudication over nested modal
statements, which are necessary for modelling ethical principles and theories. We
lay out the background and present brief initial results. The problem that we aim
to solve is given below:

Problem

We have a set of n agents producing possibly varying statements that can
be ethically charged {φ1, . . . , φn}. The statements are in formal system con-
taining a deontic operator O(γ, ρ). Each of the agents also produce argu-
ments in support of their statements {α1  φ1, . . . , α1  φn}. We need to
compute a statement φ∗ and an argument α∗ that best represents the diverse
statements and arguments given a background ethical theory Γ.

In judgment aggregation, we are tasked with aggregating a group’s judgment
on a set of propositional options. When we move to the case where the judgment
is a probability value, there are more usable aggregations available.1 However,
note that the results apply only when the judgement is a probability value. Our ap-
proach is best labeled argument adjudication. Argument adjudication is not to be
confused with argument aggregation,2 which is based on the standard approach of
treating arguments as abstract objects having none of the nuanced, internal struc-
ture analogous to what formal proofs have3this standard, abstract conception of
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arguments is given in. Since our formal theory of argumentation is fundamentally
different than what is seen in argument aggregation, the axioms that constrain ar-
gument adjudication are different than those operative in argument aggregation.
Along the same line, while we happen to often represent proofs and arguments in
graphs, prior work on so-called graph aggregation4 is completely separate from
our “magic,” since in this other work graphs are treated abstractly and their internal
inferential structure is ignored. Note that aggregation theorems for uncertainties
using strength factors for modal statements, and other expressions, do not exist
and have to be derived.

We will present an algorithm and adjudication and analyze its properties. For
the formal system, we use a variant the deontic cognitive event calculus (DCEC),
a computational formal logic, a logic that has been used to model various ethical
principles and processes. For example, this logic has been used previously in [5,6]
to automate versions of the Doctrine of Double Effect (DDE), akrasia,7 and model
virtue ethics.8
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